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authorities to be impersonal and the main task of the translator is to preserve 
a logical structure of the sentences and to make official documents to sound 
more objective and formal.  
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CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS OF WINE TERMINOLOGY 
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Înă prezent,ă Яinulă esteă ceaă maiă popular ă b utur ă alcoolic ă dină lume.ă Datorit ă
acesteiă popularit i,ă auă ap rută numeroaseă c r i,ă reЯiste,ă jurnale,ă dic ionareă iă
enciclopediiă despreă Яin,ă destinateă atсtă speciali tiloră înă domeniulă ЯitiЯinicol,ă cсtă iă
iubitorilorădeăЯin.ăAcestăПaptăaăП cutăs ăapar ăunăinteresădeosebităprintreălinРЯi tiăПa ă
deăterminoloРiaăЯitiЯinicol .ăTerminoloРiaăПolosit ăînăЯiticultur ă iăЯiniПica ieăcon ineă
unănum rămareădeătermeni,ăiarădezЯoltareaăacesteiăterminoloРiiăaăînceputălaămijloculă
secolului al XIX-lea.ă iă deoarece industria vinului s-a dezvoltat rapid, vocabularul 
acestui domeniu, de asemenea, s-aă îmboР ită considerabil.ă Iat ă deă ceă terminoloРiaă
ЯitiЯinicol ă esteă atсtă deă important ă iă seă studiaz ă înă aproapeă Пiecareă ar ă undeă
industriaăЯinicol ăesteădezЯoltat . 

Wine terminology provides a rich corpus to work with since it occurs 
naturally in many settings – from convivial dinner party conversations to 
critical discussion and evaluation by connoisseurs to published research by 
enologists and other professional scientists. 

Wine language is totally different from the vocabulary used in other 
domains. The terminological system of viticulture and winemaking differs 
from that of any other industry first of all with the wide use of subjective 
values, in particular used at wine tastings. It also contains a large amount of 
borrowed words. The words in this domain resulted from different world 
cultures, each nation bringing something specific into the science and 
practice.  

The world of wine vocabulary is growing alongside the current popularity 
of wine itself, particularly as new words are employed by professional wine 
writers, who not only want to write interesting prose, but avoid repetition and 
МХТМСé.ă TСОă ТmportКnМОă oПă tСТsă tОrmТnoХoРyă Тsă КХsoă strОssОНă Лyă tСОă
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globalisation process which leads to free movement of goods and services, 
and wine is not an exception. And, of course, wine travels together with its 
terminology. 

Wine terminology includes a large number of technical terms used to 
describe and classify wines, falling into three major classes. The first 
contains the names of the grapes used for wine: Cabernet Sauvignon, 
Johannisberg Riesling, or Merlot. The second group of expressions contains 
chemical terms for specific properties, often defects. Examples in this 
category are hydrogen sulfide, mercaptan, butyric, malolactic, fusel, and 
acetaldehyde. This group of terms is found primarily in the literature and 
speech of winemakers and wine scientists. And the last group of terms 
represents the more poetical and metaphorical language of wine used by wine 
tasters and wine lovers: A magnificent edifice of wine [1, p.4-5]. 

The language of wine is often colorful, poetic, and evocative. It also 
articulates actual sensory perceptions, especially those of odor [2]. The 
vocabulary of wine is very large and it includes a great number of words, 
from straight-forward descriptive words like sweet and fragrant, colourful 
metaphors like ostentatious and brash, to the more technical lexicon of 
biochemistry.  

Wine terminology represents a vast domain of knowledge and, thus, it can 
be analysed from both morphological and semantic points of view. Wine 
terms illustrate very clearly the terms formation processes. The most 
productive way is derivation, mainly suffixation, and the commonest suffix is 
–y added to concrete nouns to produce adjectives. This suffix denotes either 
possession or comparison (flowery, spicy, fruity, smoky, nutty, sugary, oily, 
olivy [3]). In the Romanian wine language there are few adjectives formed in 
this way, adding the suffix -at to a noun and producing an adjective that 
denotes a wine having an aroma of some fruits or flowers (condimentat, 
fructat, rafinat, florat, and aromat). Other Romanian wine terms denoting 
smells and aromas are based on a noun: m r,ă smochine,ăcondimente,ă tabac,ă
ciocolat ,ăЯanilie,ămiere,ătrandaПir,ăc pşuni,ăЯiolete,ăПlori, but these terms are 
used according to the structure arom /miros/nuan ădeă+ănoun. Scientific and 
technical wine terms also show very clearly the term formation process: 
fermentation – fermentare, chaptalisation – aptalizare, distillation – 
distilare, filtration – filtrare, aeration – aerare, and oxidation – oxidare. An 
interesting fact is that the English language is more flexible concerning the 
formation of wine terms.  

Terms created by the means of prefixing are rarely found. They include 
terms such as unfiltered – nefiltrat, unbalanced – neechilibrat, intoxicant – 
intoxicant.  
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Abbreviations are also encountered in the wine terminology. Thus, we 
can find ATM for atmosphere, AVA for American Viticultural Area, VA for 
volatile acidity, Sav Blanc for Sauvignon Blanc, ABV for alcohol by volume.  

Most new terms do not enter the wine domain through morphological 
processes, but through semantic methods. The most frequent sources for this 
type of terms are the general language and the terminology of other special 
subject fields. The aromas of a wine are very frequently characterised by 
invented words which have a high degree of subjectivism. The English wine 
language is somehow more courageous from the semantic point of view. It 
comprises a lot of figures of speech and words from other domains that are 
used in describing and talking about wine. In contrast, Romanian wine 
descriptors are more conservative, and there are not such terms like sexy or 
shy, or intellectual. But instead the Romanian descriptors are more 
emotionally charged, they produce a warm feeling, such as if you are home, 
or in the heart of nature, or in the village, and you feel good and comfortable 
(miros deă Псnăuscat, miros de coaj ădeăpсineă scoas ădinăcuptor, parfum de 
cire eăcoapte, arom ădeăПloriădeăcсmp). 

German researcher Wilhelm Breitschadel points out that viticulture and 
winemaking terminology developed under a strong influence of Latin and 
Roman cultures, and this explains why so many Greek and Latin borrowings 
are preserved in modern wine terminology. Similarly the high level of 
viticulture and winemaking development in France led to massive 
incorporations of French words into other languages [3]. There is a great 
number of borrowings from French in both English and Romanian 
terminology. Most frequent names of wines borrowed from French are: Pinot 
Noir, Merlot, Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay, Bordeaux, Chateau Plagnac, 
and others. Later on, the development of grape culture and winemaking in the 
English-speaking world determined the use of many English borrowings in 
other languages. The Romanian and English languages, and particularly the 
English language, have a large number of borrowings. This phenomenon 
appeared because of the absence of national analogues and this process 
contributed to enlarge the lexical system for denomination of concepts used 
in viticultural and winemaking practice, during tastings, sales, advertising. 
This fact is used especially by professionals on different occasions and can be 
sometimes a competition tool. But in some cases it causes difficulties in 
communication and even creates an unnecessary sophistication of terms. 

In conclusion, English and Romanian wine terminology are very similar 
due to the international character of the wine terms, and the same linguistic 
origin of the majority of them. There are also some distinctive characteristics 
in each language which show the cultural specificity of our country and 
English-speaking countries. Wine terminology is an open set and there are 
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many ways of creating new wine terms and to extend this terminology 
further, as wine writers continue finding and inventing interesting and 
creative ways to describe their experiences. Wine terminology is always 
changing, because wine also changes over time, and there is variation from 
bottle to bottle, from person to person, and from country to country. And 
thus, there is variation in the terminology. The world of wine is as full of 
terms as it is full of flavours, and there are as many ways to understand wine 
and to describe it, as there are people who love it.  
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ArticolulăoПer ă inПorma ieăРeneral ă despreăarРou,ă deПini iaăarРouluiăpropus ădeă
diПeri iă linРЯi tiă iă cercet toriă dină domeniulă dat,ă oriРineaă arРoului,ă principalele 
caracteristiciă iă metodeleă deă traducereă aă acestuia.ă De asemenea, s-au elucidat 
diПicult ileă întсlniteă înă procesulă deă traducere,ă analizaă prină eбempleă aă diПicult iloră
leбicale,ăРramaticaleă iăstilistice. AtсtăenРlezesc,ăcсtă iăcelăromсnesc,ăarРoul elevilor 
esteăcelă responsabilădeă inoЯa iileă iă Яaria iileăuneiă limbi,ă iarăacestă limbajăarРotică seă
poate chiar încadraăcuătimpul iăînălimbajulădeăziăcuăzi. 

As regards to student slang, definition of the term will have to be given in 
detail. It may be said that student slang is non-literary style of communica-
tion among students characterized by several specific features mentioned 
above. Comparison of various slangs shows that student slang is remarkable 
for particular features resulting from specificity of student surrounding. 
HuЛáčОФănotТМОsătСОăvКrТКЛТХТtyăoПăstuНОntăsurrounНТnРăwСТМСăМorrОsponНsătoă
variability of slang itself. Slang is usually restricted to concrete place, time or 
even to particular school and studying branch. Therefore, it is not noted for 
long persistency but it covers some invariable expressions passing through 
time, as well. Another specific feature of student slang, its users or origin-
nators, refers to students creativeness, originality, freshness, informality, 
nonstandard way of expressing full of emotions. Users of student slang are 
mainly young people with not so many social inhibitions depreciating 
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